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Abstract: Branch retinal artery occlusions (BRAO) are characterized histopathologically by 

inner retinal edema initially and atrophy in the presence of persistent ischemia. The duration of 

ischemia leading to irreversible atrophic retinal changes is not clear. Spectral-domain optical 

coherence tomography (SD-OCT) provides non-invasive detailed in-vivo histological changes 

in the retina. In this case report, we show sequential in vivo pathological changes seen in the 

inner retinal layers, in spite of clinical improvement, following the migration of an intraretinal 

embolus on the optic nerve head, which had previously resulted in symptomatic BRAO.
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Introduction
Branch retinal artery occlusions (BRAO) are usually embolic in nature. The embolic 

source is either a carotid artery atheroma or myocardial thrombus.1,2 The embolus 

usually lodges at the bifurcation of the central retinal artery into the branch retinal 

artery. Histopathologically acute branch retinal artery occlusion reveals ischemia in 

the corresponding retinal quadrant marked by inner retinal edema in the initial stages 

and atrophy in long standing cases.3,4 Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has been 

described to show the high reflectivity corresponding to the edematous inner retina 

layers and hyporeflective signal from the photoreceptor layer. However, the resolution 

of the images on conventional time-domain OCT is not adequate to resolve the changes 

in individual layers of the retina.5 Spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT) by its ability to 

acquire a large number of images in a short period of time provides high resolution 

cross sectional images of the retina.6 Spectralis, one of the commercially available 

SD-OCT also incorporates TruTrack technology which can image identical areas of 

the retina at different periods of time, with high point to point correlation.

In this case report we describe the use of Spectralis to document the progression of 

pathological changes seen in the inner retinal layers, in spite of clinical improvement, 

following the migration of an intraretinal embolus on the optic nerve head, which had 

previously resulted in symptomatic BRAO.

Case report
A 77-year-old white male presented with sudden onset of decreased vision in 

his right eye of two days duration. Past medical history was significant for well 

 controlled diabetes mellitus. On examination, his best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) 

was counting fingers at 3 m in the right eye. Anterior segment examination was 
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 unremarkable, except for the presence of a right afferent 

papillary defect. Fundus evaluation of the right eye revealed 

the presence of a plaque on the optic nerve head within the 

inferior branch retinal artery and a sectoral grayish retina 

along the inferior foveal area (Figure 1). Evaluation with 

Spectralis OCT revealed an increased thickness of the inner 

nuclear (IN), inner plexiform (IP) and ganglion cell/nerve 

fiber (GC/NF) layers in the inferior foveal area (retinal 

thicknesses of the IN, IP and GC/NF layers were 109, 72 

and 74 µm in the inferior retina compared to 43, 44 and 

54 µm in the superior retina, Figure 2A). Cross-sectional 

image through the fovea revealed that the inner segment-

outer (IS-OS) line was intact. Sectional image through the 

optic nerve head revealed a hyperintense area within the 

inferior branch retinal artery, corresponding to the embolus 

(Figure 3). A diagnosis of right inferior BRAO was made 

and the patient was sent for a cardiac evaluation. Work up 

for giant cell arteritis including ERS and C-reactive protein 

was within normal range. In the follow up visit after seven 

days, the patient reported recovery of good visual acuity. 

BCVA was recorded to be 20/30 in the right eye, with fundus 

 examination noting migration of the embolus peripherally 

with perfusion of the inferior fovea. A repeat SD-OCT 

revealed thinning of the IN and IP layers of the inferior retina 

with preservation of GC/NL layers (retinal thicknesses of 

the IN, IP and GC/NF layers were 35, 44, and 68 µm in the 

inferior retina, Figure 2B).

Discussion
Visual prognosis in BRAO is good and 80% of the patients 

recover final visual acuity greater than 20/40. However, 

in the subset of patients who had poor final visual acuity, 

Mason et al reported that initial visual acuity of less 

than 20/100 was the most important negative prognostic 

 factor and advocated aggressive treatment in this subset 

of patients.1

Histologically, early coagulative necrosis of the inner 

retina with intracellular edema of neurons is seen after a 

branch retinal arteriole is obstructed.2 Hayreh and associates 

showed that the primate retina underwent irreversible 

ischemic changes after 105 minutes.3 In our patient, on 

the SD-OCT, the edematous inner retina, comprising of 

the INL, IPL and GCL was seen as a hyperintense band 

with increased thickness and could be contrasted with the 

normal reflectivity and thickness of the corresponding 

 layers in the superior unaffected fovea. Prolonged ischemia 

results in consecutive atrophy of these layers with each 

layer exhibiting differential sensitivity to the underlying 

hypoxia. Animal experiments have revealed retinal ganglion 

cells to be relatively resistant to the ischemia compared to 

the other retinal neurons.4 Similar finding was observed in 

our case in vivo by the SD-OCT images which revealed the 

relative preservation of ganglion cell layer as opposed to 

the thinning of the inner plexiform and nuclear layers. The 

images on SD-OCT, Spectralis have the added advantage of 

being acquired with Tru-trackTM technology, which ensures 

the imaging of the same area of the retina at different time 

periods, consistently.

The ability of SD-OCT to delineate the layers of 

the retina is used in prognosticating visual outcomes in 

Figure 1 Fundus photograph of the right eye showing grayish-white edema of the 
inferior fovea (black arrow). Inset shows enlarged view of the optic nerve head revealing 
the plaque within the inferior retinal arteriole (white arrow).

Figure 2  A) Fundus fluorescein and SD-OCT changes of the right eye in a patient after 
an acute episode of branch retinal artery occlusion revealing edema and thickening of 
the inner retinal layers (top panel). B) Fundus fluorescein and SD-OCT changes in the 
same patient after spontaneous resolution of the occlusion following the migration 
of the embolus (bottom panel). 
Abbreviations: ON, outer nuclear layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; IPL, inner plexiform 
layer and GCL, ganglion cell layer.
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various retinal disorders. Preservation of integrity of the 

IS-OS line and the external limiting membrane has been 

reported to have prognostic value in cystoid macular edema 

due to vascular occlusions.6 Presence of an intact IS-OS 

line at the fovea in our patient suggested the preservation 

of structural integrity of the photoreceptor layer at the 

fovea, contributing to the recovery of good visual acuity 

even in the presence of thinning of the inner nuclear and 

plexiform layers.

In summary, we report presence of an intact IS-OS 

line on SD-OCT, which reflects good visual prognosis in a 

patient with BRAO, despite poor visual acuity at the time 

of presentation.
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Figure 3 Fundus fluorescein and SD-OCT cross section through the optic nerve head 
revealing the highly reflective plaque within the lumen of the branch retinal artery. 
(IS-OS line = Inner segment-Outer segment line).
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